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Just
Just aa Few
Few Words
Words
from Erin Teagan and Valerie Patterson, Mid-Atlantic SCBWI Regional Co-Advisors
Dear Mid-Atlantic Members,

Illustration: ANNIE BOWLER, anniebowler.com

We’re all looking ahead to 2021—to a time of vaccines for all
and hope for economic and political improvement. But before
we gladly close the door on 2020, we want to highlight a few
positives. We’d like to congratulate all of our members whose
books were named the best of 2020! (List HERE) We’d like to
report that our first ever virtual conference held in October
was a huge success with over two hundred attending from
several states. The event featured Meg Medina as the keynote
speaker and a panel on Black Lives Matter in Children’s
 ERE.)
Literature. (Conference wrap-up H
Our region also continued to offer virtual webinars, a Critique
Fest, and virtual socials for those interested in self-publishing,
illustrating, and meet-and-greets for members in central
Virginia and in the Arlington/Alexandria area. On January 12,
PAL coordinator Nicole Green hosted a PAL social with special
guest Wendelin Van Draanen.
As we enter 2021, we’re especially pleased to announce that
Tami Traylor is the region’s new Illustrator Coordinator! Tami
has been a member of SCBWI for fifteen years and a long-time
volunteer. Most significantly, she has co-edited the Highlighter
since 2007. She has focused on design and art direction
and helped take the Highlighterfrom a paper newsletter to
a full-color quarterly e-zine bringing attention to regional
illustrators. Welcome to the Regional Team, Tami!

We’re also looking forward to continued opportunities to
create community for writers and illustrators in DC and
Virginia, and we are open for suggestions on programming
and potential speakers. In early March watch for a new event
for illustrators. In addition, we have several events and socials
in the works for our region. Make sure to periodically check
the Mid-Atlantic SCBWI Events Calendar (HERE).
Looking ahead, SCBWI Headquarters will be hosting its annual
international winter conference—virtually—from February 19
through 21, 2021. This event will feature keynote addresses
by well-known and award-winning authors and a unique
behind-the-scenes peek into publishing. About a week before
the conference, we’ll host a Mid-Atlantic regional social in
anticipation of the conference. Register HERE.
We wish you all best wishes for a healthy, happy, and
productive new year as a writer, illustrator, and/or translator of
works for children!
Warm regards,

Valerie and Erin
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Virtualize This

September 6

September 21

Laura Renauld is interviewed by Jonathan
Masiulionis for an episode on Empowered Publicity’s
Children’s Books Spotlight Series on YouTube. She
shares her inspiring story and the release of her book
FRED’S BIG FEELINGS. Find it HERE.

Angeline Boulley joins Sarah Penner, Julie Carrick
Dalton, Nadia Owusu, and Amelia Pang in a debut
Author Luncheon during the New Voices New
Rooms Conference sponsored by the New Atlantic
Independent Booksellers Association (NAIBA) and the
Southern Independent Booksellers Alliance (SIBA).

September 15

September 26

Via Crowdcast, Elizabeth Acevedo, Becky Albertalli,
Aisha Saeed, Brendan Kiely, and Renée Watson, with
Paige Gray moderating, participate in a YA panel
entitled “Raise Your Voice” during the AJC Decatur
Book Festival.

September 19
Tim Grove and Nancy B. Kennedy explore the wide
world of fact versus fiction, and the red flags to look
out for when doing research during their Fall for the
Book festival discussion “Tackling History: Historians
vs. Journalists.” On demand HERE.

Angela Dominguez participates in this year’s
National Book Festival while delivering a prerecorded
interview and Q&A. More HERE.
Jen Malia presents “Ten Top Tips for Getting
Published as a Children’s Book Author” at the Writer
Moms Conference on Facebook Live for Writer Moms,
Inc.

October

September

In this special-edition feature, we applaud the Mid-Atlantic SCBWI members who, due to the pandemic shutdown, participated in virtual
events, most free for at-home learners both young and old. (Compilation is not exhaustive.)

October 1
Russell Ginns with Jay Cooper hosts the kickoff
ceremony for the month-long 2020 Virginia
Children’s Book Festival, in which Meg Medina also
participates.

October 3
Angela Dominguez and Meg Medina participate
during the Brooklyn Book Festival Virtual Children’s
Day. More HERE.

continued on page 5
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Virtualize This
continued from page 4

October 29

Via YouTube, L. M. Elliott presents “Tips and Tricks for
Compelling Creative Writing” during George Mason’s
twenty-second Fall for the Book festival, this year an
on-demand event. Check it out HERE.

Jumpstart’s Read for the Record kickoff event for
EVELYN DEL REY IS MOVING AWAY begins with its
author, Meg Medina, hosting via Zoom from Orange
County Public Library in Santa Ana, California.

During the 2020 James River Writers virtual
conference, Meg Medina and Linda Sue Park deliver
the keynote, a conversation moderated by Patty
Smith entitled, “Asking for a Friend: What is the Role
of Community in a Vibrant Writing Life?”

November

October 10

November 13
Jen Malia presents “My Storytelling as an Autistic
Author and Advocate” at the Southwest Washington
Autism Conference.

October 13
Anne Marie Pace begins her faculty tenure on the
Highlights Foundation virtual program called Picture
Book Revision Mini-Online Course: A Two-Pack Bundle.

October 19
Tim Grove is a guest on the History Channel’s
podcast, History This Week, talking about content
from his book STAR-SPANGLED. Tune into “Land of
the Free?” HERE.

October 22

November 14

Kwame Alexander accepts his Lee Bennett Hopkins
Poetry Award for HOW TO READ A BOOK during
a virtual presentation cosponsored by Penn State
University Libraries and the Pennsylvania Center for the
Book and hosted by jury chair Marjorie Maddox Hafer.

During her Fall for the Book festival event via
YouTube, Joy Jones speaks to kids about her book
JAYLA JUMPS IN. She also shares with them the
importance of group sports and collaboration and
gives them the opportunity to learn some double
Dutch moves and chants. Find it HERE.

continued on page 6
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Virtualize This
November 20
Christina June, via Crowdcast, joins three other YA
authors in a Fall for the Book festival panel entitled
“It’s About to Get Real: High School, Heartache, and
Searching for Home.” Find it HERE.

December

continued from page 5

December 4
Via YouTube, the Latinx KidLit Book Festival begins
its star-studded two-day celebration of Latinx kidlit
authors, illustrators, and books for all readers and
educators, with five Mid-Atlantic SCBWI members
participating: Angela Dominguez, Elizabeth
Acevedo, Meg Medina, NoNieqa Ramos, and Zara
González Hoang. Watch it HERE.

November 22

Illustration: ANGELA HSIEH, angelahh.com

Jen Malia is on two panels during the National
Council of Teachers of English (NCTE): “Puzzling
Together the Truth: Author-Tested Tricks for Sifting
through Sources in the Digital Age,” and “Autistic
Author and Author-Educator Tips for Promoting
Autism Acceptance in Classrooms.”

November 23
Hosted by Hampton Public Library, Erica S. Perl,
Kamakshi Pappu Murti, Sylvia Liu, and Zara
González Hoang, with Tim Grove moderating,
present a Children’s Book Writers and Illustrators Live
panel.
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Ready for Take-Off




  

Sue Fliess, author
Simona Sanfilippo, illustrator
Sky Pony Press, January 2021

Lisa Connors, author/illustrator
Self-Published, January 2021

By being observant, helpful, and
friendly, readers join Cupid in
crafting something special for those
they love.

Follow the oyster’s history from
discovery to exploitation to
restoration in a story that gives hope
to humans and nature working
together.

Angela Dominguez, author/
illustrator
Roaring Brook Press, January 2021
To make a difference in her
community, Stella, a shy Mexican
American girl, learns to speak up.

Angela Dominguez, author/
illustrator
Roaring Brook Press, January 2021
With gentle text, simple Spanish
words, and irresistible illustrations,
this new baby book celebrates the act
of swaddling a newborn into a “baby
burrito.”

Russell Ginns, author
Delacorte, January 2021
Samantha and her brother must find
their uncle—again. This time the clue
left behind is a yellow mitten with a
mysterious note about snow.

Angela Dominguez, author/
illustrator
Roaring Brook Press, January 2021
Stella wants to save the ocean, but
it’ll take a lot of work, help from
friends, and a lot of determination.

continued on page 8
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Ready for Take-Off

Susan Kusel, author
Sean Rubin, illustrator
Neal Porter Books, January 2021

Leah Henderson, author
Tyler Feder, illustrator
Atheneum, January 2021
Readers march through history to
discover twenty-five groundbreaking
protest movements that have shaped
the way we fight for equality and
justice today.
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Muriel assumes her family is too poor
to hold a Passover Seder this year, but
an act of kindness and a mysterious
magician change everything.

Illustration: DEBORAH JOHNSON, deb-johnson.com

continued from page 7

Ginjer L. Clarke, author
Penguin Young Readers,
February 2021
Discover the history and reality of
unicorns in ARE UNICORNS REAL?
Perfect for kids interested in the
natural—and unnatural—world!

Joanie Stone, illustrator
Anna Staniszewski, author
Henry Holt, February 2021
An irresistible picture book full of
compassion and surprises about a
little girl and her dog who enter a very
unusual dog show.

Julie A. Swanson, author
Eerdmans Books for Young Readers,
February 2021
Soccer star Leah Weiczynkowski has
just earned a spot at the next national
camp when she learns her dad’s dying
and has only months to live.
*Starred boxed review from Booklist

continued on page 9
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Ready for Take-Off
continued from page 8

Ginjer L. Clarke, author
Penguin Young Readers,
February 2021

Rebecca Kraft Rector, author
Dana Wulfekotte, illustrator
Nancy Paulsen Books,
February 2021

Sadie, an aspiring space explorer,
builds her own rocket, charts a
mission to Mars, and makes the trip
with her crew of pets and stuffed
animals.

A pair of kids learn what it’s really like
to be squished together during one
hilarious and eventful car ride!

Terry Catasús Jennings, author
Fátima Anaya, illustrator
Aladdin, March 2021

Terry Catasus Jennings, author
Fatima Anaya, illustrator
Aladdin, March 2021

In a humorous story inspired by
TREASURE ISLAND, Dom and her crew
set out to beat Juan Largo at finding
the treasure.

Dominguita Melendez, a young
Cuban American girl, sets out to prove
girls can be knights in a humorous
chapter book inspired by DON
QUIXOTE.
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From the giant Nomura jellyfish in
Japan to the small but deadly
kingslayer jellyfish in Australia,
JELLYFISH! spotlights one of the
world’s oldest animal groups.

Sue Fliess, author
Annabel Tempest, illustrator
Two Lions, February 2021

Megan Wagner Lloyd, author
Michelle Mee Nutter, illustrator
Graphix/Scholastic, March 2021
A coming-of-age middle-grade
graphic novel about a girl with severe
allergies who just wants to find the
perfect pet.

continued on page 10
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Ready for Take-Off
continued from page 9

A groundbreaking YA thriller about
Daunis, a Native teen caught
between worlds, who goes
undercover to root out crime and
corruption threatening her
community.

Sam Hundley, author/illustrator
Capstone Editions, March 2021
A magpie asks her friends, “What can
I find for you?” But she gets everything
wrong, until a little creative thinking
turns her blunders into wonders.
* NetGalley five-star average rating

Learn papier mâché, an
environmentally conscious art form
that uses simple, affordable, and
recyclable tools.
*Amazon Best DIY Books

Hannah Barnaby, author
Anoosha Syed, illustrator
Henry Holt, March 2021
Monster, missing his friend during the
day, devises a plan to attend school
with Boy, and ends up being a big
helper to the class.

Illustration: DEBORAH JOHNSON, deb-johnson.com

Angeline Boulley, author
Henry Holt & Company, March 2021

Sarah Hand, author
Walter Foster Publishing,
March 2021

Joanie Stone, illustrator
Evan Griffith, author
Clarion Books, March 2021
Jeanne Power, a revolutionary marine
scientist of the nineteenth century,
had curiosity, drive, and perseverance,
with a legacy that lives on in every
aquarium.
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On the Shelf

Annie Bowler, illustrator
Amy-Jill Levine and Sandy
Eisenberg Sasso, coauthors
Flyaway Books, August 2020
In the beginning, God’s
garden is beautiful and
peaceful, but when the
boasting begins, so do the
problems.
*Junior Library Guild Selection

Ann Marie Stephens,
author
Jia Liu, illustrator
Boyds Mills Press,
October 2020
This exuberant picture book
demonstrates key math
concepts to children as ten
math-loving chicks avoid
bedtime.

Joanie Stone, illustrator
Bonnie Bader, author
Golden Books,
September 2020
Celebrate Hanukkah and
learn the meaning behind
the holiday with this new Big
Golden Book.

Joan Benson, author
Elk Lake Publishing,
July 2020
In this YA set during the Great
Depression, Molly strives to
find peace and purpose in the
midst of a world collapsing
around her.

Meg Medina, author
Alexis Romay, translator
Candlewick, October 2020
A Spanish translation of Meg
Medina’s Newbery-winning
novel MERCI SUÁREZ
CHANGES GEARS in which
Merci puts in her “batteries” to
deal with life’s challenges.

Steven K. Smith, author
MB3 Press, December 2020
In 1959, the Prince Edward
County, Virginia, public
schools closed. For five years.
How far would you go to fight
for justice?

Sharon K. Solomon, author
Newhouse Creative Group,
July 2020
In the first of the Mad Scientist
Club series for eight through
twelve-year-olds, twins
Abby and Sam do scientific
experiments with a pencil.

June Smalls, author
Rockridge Press,
October 2020
A fun rhyming romp filled
with cute and colorful cat
photos that will help your
toddler or preschooler learn
and laugh with their feline
friends.
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Member News
Pat Tanumihardja signed with Thao Le of Sandra Djikstra
Literary Agency this summer, and she already has one
picture book under contract and other manuscripts waiting
to go on submission.

Jennifer Ann Richter’s space-themed short story,
“Partings,” won honorable mention in the Children’s/
Young Adult Category of the 89th Annual Writer’s Digest
Writing Competition.

This spring, Meredith Henne Baker was named a Virginia
Humanities Fellow. Her writing residency at the Library of
Virginia is scheduled for 2021.

EVELYN DEL REY IS MOVING AWAY, a picture book written
by Meg Medina and illustrated by Sonia Sanchez, has
garnered five starred reviews from Kirkus, Publishers
Weekly, Horn Book, BookPage, and Bulletin of the Center
for Children’s Books.
Publishers Weekly called Patricia O’Connell Pearson’s
CONSPIRACY: NIXON, WATERGATE, AND DEMOCRACY’S
DEFENDERS a “rousing, accessible historical narrative” that
“offers opportune cautionary lessons about voting, civic
involvement, and the importance of a free press.”

The Kennedy Center is bringing to life Kwame Alexander’s
picture book character Acoustic Rooster, from ACOUSTIC
ROOSTER'S BARNYARD BOOGIE: STARRING INDIGO BLUME,
in a musical. To premiere in their 2021-2022 season, it is
directed by Lili-Anne Brown and cowritten by Kwame and
Mary Rand Hess, with a musical score composed by Randy
Preston and musical direction by Mark G. Meadows. Unlike
most processes where musicals and plays are based on
books, this PB was inspired by the process of writing the
world premiere musical, and only published before the
musical’s premiere because of COVID-19. More HERE.

During the YAVA Book
and Author Awards
celebration, slated for
April 17 at the
Richmond Public
Library in Richmond,
Virginia, the YAVA
2021 winner will be
revealed. Nominees
include three MidAtlantic members’
books: NO PLACE LIKE
HERE by Christina June, SONG OF THE DEAD by Sarah
Glenn Marsh, and THE BIRDS AND BEES AND YOU AND
ME by Olivia Hinebaugh. More HERE.
Logo used with permission.

Angela Dominguez’s middle-grade STELLA DIAZ NEVER
GIVES UP, was included in SLJ’s roundup of twenty-two
recommended books for young readers that highlight the
diversity of story and culture. The article referred to her
book as “a stellar sequel or stand-alone title with a plot
that strikes the perfect balance between character-driven
action and activism.” Complete list HERE.

Image used with permission.

BECOMING MUHAMMAD ALI, coauthored by Kwame
Alexander and James Patterson, has received starred
reviews from Publishers Weekly, Booklist, Kirkus, School
Library Journal, and Horn Book.

CHARLIE & FROG written by Karen Kane was selected as a
Scripp’s National Spelling Bee December 2020 Book Club
selection. More HERE.

continued on page 13
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Member News

continued from page 12
Leah Henderson’s THE MAGIC IN CHANGING YOUR
STARS will soon be a live Broadway show! Tony and
Emmy nominee Brandon Victor Dixon has joined forces
with Victoria Lang and Ryan Bogner, producers and
co-presidents of Broadway & Beyond Theatricals, for the
film and stage rights to Leah’s novel. It will feature an all
African American cast of characters.

Elizabeth Armstrong Hall’s PB biography entitled “The
Artist,” about Kalman Aron, a Latvian-born artist who
survived the Holocaust by drawing portraits of his German
guards, won the 2020 SCBWI Work-in-Progress Award for
nonfiction.

Kwame Alexander’s HOW TO READ
A BOOK and THE UNDEFEATED
were both named 2020 Notable
Children’s Books by the
Association for Library Service to
Children (ALSC). List HERE .
Logo used with permission.

Anne Blankman’s BLACKBIRD GIRLS was chosen by
the Jane Addams Peace Association as a 2020 Jane
Addams Children’s Book Award Finalist for Older Children.
Additionally, it was recommended for a NCTE Charlotte
Huck Award® for Outstanding Fiction for Children.

Elizabeth Acevedo’s CLAP
WHEN YOU LAND was named
a Kirkus Prize Young Adult
Finalist. Her novel WITH THE
FIRE ON HIGH was chosen by
ALAN’s Amelia Elizabeth
Walden Award Committee as
a finalist, and was named a
YALSA 2020 Teens’ Top Ten
title. Complete list HERE. And
Kirkus named her CLAP WHEN
YOU LAND a Kirkus Prize
Young Adult Finalist!

continued on page 27

Find Mid-Atlantic SCBWI on Facebook HERE
and on Twitter HERE.

Did You Know?

The SCBWI has an Emergency Fund, a stipend of up to $1,500, for members suffering a temporary
hardship due to health issues, national emergencies, or natural disasters. Apply HERE.
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Sold!
Candice Ransom’s picture book
biography, ONLY MARGARET,
spotlighting how Margaret Wise Brown’s
unique personality shaped her journey
as a writer, was acquired by Eerdmans.
Nan Lawson will illustrate. (APD: Fall
2021.

June Smalls, author of SHE LEADS: THE
ELEPHANT MATRIARCH and HE LEADS:
THE GORILLA PATRIARCH, has sold
another picture book to Familius. THEY
LEAD is about the breeding pair of the
gray wolf pack and how together they
raise, teach, and protect their pack. All
books are illustrated by Yumi
Shimokawara. (APD: Fall 2022)

M.K. England, writing as Remi K.
England, has sold their first YA
contemporary to Wednesday Books
(Macmillan). When a hotel plays host to
a fandom convention and a teen beauty
pageant at the same time, whirlwind
weekend romance can’t be far! THE ONE
TRUE ME AND YOU is a geeky queer
romance all about claiming your identity
and standing up for yourself.
(APD: Winter 2022)

Debra Shumaker’s picture book
about the affirming power of talking
about your feelings with others, TELL
SOMEONE, was acquired by Albert
Whitman. Tristan Yuvienco will illustrate.
(APD: Fall 2021)
L. M. Elliott’s young-adult WALLS, about
the Berlin Wall going up overnight in
1961, sold to Algonquin. Like SUSPECT
RED, the novel follows the impact of the
Cold War on two teenage boys, this time
an “army brat” stationed in democratic
West Berlin and his cousin, who lives
in Communist, Russian-controlled East
Berlin. (APD: August 2021)

Ginjer Clarke is excited to share that her
beginning leveled reader, ARE DRAGONS
REAL?, will soon be out from Penguin
Young Readers (May 2021). She has also
signed a contract to write four more
beginning readers on varied topics.
Kathryn Erskine’s picture book ALL OF
US sold to Philomel. To be illustrated
by Alexandra Boiger, it celebrates the
individuality and commonality all
humans on our wondrous planet share.
(APD: Spring 2021)

Leah Henderson has sold two picture
books. A DAY FOR REMEMBERIN’:
INSPIRED BY THE TRUE EVENTS OF THE
FIRST MEMORIAL DAY was acquired
by Abrams Books. To be illustrated
by Coretta Scott King Award–winner
Floyd Cooper, it is a moving tribute to
the little-known history behind the
first Memorial Day. YOUR VOICE, YOUR
VOTE, to be illustrated by Keisha Morris,
was acquired by HarperCollins. It’s
about Quetta, who learns the power
of casting your vote as her mother and
grandmother overcome many obstacles
meant to keep them from the voting
booth on Election Day. (APD: Spring
2021 and Winter 2024)

Meg Medina’s agent mediated a highsix-figure deal for her three books being
acquired by Candlewick. Meg’s deal
includes the third and final installment
in her Merci Suárez series; a standalone,
currently untitled middle-grade novel;
and a currently untitled picture book.

Patricia O’Connell Pearson’s nonfiction
account of the devastating decision to
close Prince Edward County, Virginia,
public schools for five years rather
than integrate after the 1954 Supreme
Court decision in Brown v Board of
Education sold to Simon and Schuster.
Sue Fliess’s informational picture book
RUMBLE AND ROAR was acquired by
Lerner/Millbrook. To be illustrated by
Khoa Le and with Jordyn Taylor editing,
this companion book to Sue’s FLASH
AND GLEAM will take readers on an
acoustic journey around the globe.
(APD: Spring 2022)
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Launched!
On August 20 via Zoom, Joan Benson held a virtual launch of
her debut historical fiction YA, HIS GIFT, set during the cusp of
the Great Depression. Her emcee took on the role of a train
engineer who invited guests to hop onboard. Images played
on-screen during Joan’s author interview. There was a
historical trivia session. Answers were relayed via the chat
screen and prizes were awarded. Joan said: “We had
approximately fifty people in attendance from the East to the
West Coast. Everyone seemed to have a great time.”

On August 26, National Dog Day, via Zoom, Scrawl Books
hosted L. M. Elliott as she celebrated her hot-of-the-press
middle-grade, STORM DOG. She was joined by a service dog
and her trainer from K9 Caring Angels. L. M. read from her
book and discussed the inspiration behind it. Attendees were
encouraged to bring their furry friends on-screen, sharing
them with the virtual crowd.

In time for its September 1 release, Joy Jones’s JAYLA JUMPS
IN, a middle-grade novel about an eleven-year-old who
discovers double Dutch, transforming her life and that of her
family, made its television debut on Friday, August 28, on
WJLA, an ABC news channel out of DC. View it HERE.
Beginning September 16, in celebration of the release of her
latest picture book, EVELYN DEL REY IS MOVING AWAY, Meg
Medina encouraged her social media followers to enter a
giveaway by sharing pictures of themselves with friends
they’ve been missing.

On October 14, coauthors Tami Lewis Brown and Debbie
Dunn had a double virtual book-launch bash via Zoom for
PERKIN’S PERFECT PURPLE. One celebration was hosted by
BookPeople, the largest independent bookstore in Texas. The
other was a Book Birthday Party hosted by their alma mater,
Vermont College of Fine Arts.

continued on page 27
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It’s a Wrap
Thanks to our co-RAs Erin Teagan, Val Patterson, and several other volunteers, a number of virtual
get-togethers for Mid-Atlantic SCBWI members were organized this past fall.
Terry Jennings, the Mid-Atlantic SCBWI critique coordinator,
organized a Mid-Atlantic fall virtual peer critique event, held
on October 16. Writers and writer/illustrators were placed
in small groups by genre of their work submitted, with each
group led by someone with critique experience. Questions
about participating in the next event may be addressed to
Terry HERE.

Illustration: ZARA GONZALEZ HOANG, zaralikestodraw.com

Nicole Green hosted a virtual gathering on October 6 and
November 5 via Zoom for members living in the Arlington
and Alexandria area. During the November meeting, they
discussed takeaways from the conference.
On November 2 and December 7, Pamela Evans hosted a
monthly virtual co-working social. Participants chatted and
shared their writing or illustrating goals for the day and then
did two thirty-minute work sprints, checking in with the group
in between work sessions. Members were able to meet other
creatives who lived within the same area and got some writing
or illustrating done.
On November 10 and December 9, members of the region
interested in self-publishing joined host Persephone
Jayne for a free virtual social to learn more about going the
nontraditional route to getting their books in the hands of
kids.

On December 1, Lisa Rowe Fraustino, director of graduate
programs in children’s literature at Hollins University, led the
free-writing exercise “Plotting a Novel (or Revision) in an Hour.”
She guided attendees through a series of questions, helping
them move a complex character through a gripping plot.
Courtney Pippin-Mathur and Sanyukta Mathur, on December
8, discussed how they collaborated on their forthcoming
picture book, HAPPY DIWALI! They covered how the book
idea originated, and how they worked together as writer and
illustrator (and sisters-in-law) to tell a story that is an integral
part of Sanyukta’s culture.
On December 13, Tami Traylor, illustrator coordinator of the
SCBWI Mid-Atlantic region, hosted a free, virtual illustrator
social for Mid-Atlantic members. They began with a meet-andgreet, then shared portfolio URLs, and chatted about themes
and topics they’d like to see covered in upcoming illustrator
workshops and socials.

Register for upcoming SCBWI Mid-Atlantic
events HERE.

Check It Out!

SCBWI’s official blog is chock-full of kidlit
goodies. Check it out HERE.
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Partnerships
The Coauthor: TAMI LEWIS BROWN
Please share a little about your
journey to coauthoring nonfiction
books for young readers with
Debbie.

thought I’d enjoy. That link included a reference to purple and
William Perkin. I knew kids would love to learn about a boy
who discovered purple. I couldn’t wait to call Debbie to tell her.
Thanks, Catherine!

Debbie and I have been close friends
from the first day of grad school and
we both loved nonfiction so we were
always meant to work together! We
love the same books and we really
understand each other. It’s a perfect
partnership.

Debbie and I don’t break up writing or research. We work
together, all the way through. It’s a lot of phone calls and
Google docs.

What was your process while writing PERKIN’S PERFECT
PURPLE? Who came up with the idea? Did one research while
the other wrote?
Catherine Linka, a grad school classmate of Debbie and mine,
gave me the original inspiration for PERKIN’S PERFECT PURPLE.
Like me, Catherine loves modern art and while I was writing
ART IS LIFE: THE STORY OF KEITH HARING, Catherine was
writing her 2020 YA novel WHAT I WANT YOU TO KNOW, about
a young art student. (It’s an amazing novel—check it out!) One
day, Catherine sent me a link to a book about color theory she

What did you enjoy about working on this book together?
We love working together! The old saying “Two heads are better
than one” is so true in our case. We really do think alike and it’s
rewarding to have someone as a sounding board. Research
for the kind of books we do is intense because we try to
uncover things that haven’t been written about before. It helps
enormously to have two people working hard toward the same
goal.
Tami studied American history and economics at Smith College in
Massachusetts. Then she married her high school sweetheart, David, and they
attended law school together. Later they had two children. They live in one
of the oldest houses in Washington, DC, with a pack of crazy rescue spaniels.
Photo: David Seaver

The Coauthor: DEBBIE LOREN DUNN
How did you and Tami first meet, and did you just know
you’d make a great team as coauthors of nonfiction books for
children?
We met at Vermont College of Fine Arts when we were both
going through the MFA in Writing for Children and Young
Adults program. We became fast friends and after graduation
we often vacationed together with others from the program.
About ten years after graduation, we were talking about the
subject of women in computers. A portion of my thesis had
been about Grace Hopper, a computer pioneer, and Tami had
an idea to write about a group of women that worked on the
ENIAC, the first electronic computer. We decided to combine
our stories and work together.
We had no idea if we would be able to write together, but we
gave it a shot. And it was so much fun. And productive—it
led to two picture books, INSTRUCTIONS NOT INCLUDED and
PERKIN’S PERFECT PURPLE!

What was your process while writing
PERKIN’S PERFECT PURPLE?
We researched independently, often
sharing pertinent titles and articles.
Then we’d meet in person and
brainstorm using huge Post-it Notes
in order to see the arc of the story and
uncover potential themes of the story.
The output is our outline. While we
are still together, we put a very rough
draft of the manuscript onto a Google
doc. Once back home, we research independently and edit
together online while talking on the phone with our intention
of uncovering the voice for the book. Once we have those
elements, we intermittently write sections on our own and get
back together to share and edit on Google docs. We seem to be
like-minded about nonfiction picture books about STEM topics
and it just works beautifully.

continued on page 18
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Partnerships

continued from page 17

Have you enjoyed doing author events together?
For the first book, it was a joy to go to author events such as
the Texas Book Festival, indie bookstores such as BookPeople,
Skype visits, and conferences. We have done the same for
PURPLE, this time with the events online.

Debbie received an MFA in Writing for Children and Young Adults from Vermont
College of Fine Arts. She was Regional Advisor for SCBWI Austin, a board
member for the Writers’ League of Texas, and is currently on the board of trustees
of Vermont College of Fine Arts. Photo: David Seaver

The Book: PERKIN’S PERFECT PURPLE: HOW A BOY
CREATED COLOR WITH CHEMISTRY

Illustration: LAURA BOBBIESI, bobistudios.com

Queen Victoria commanded, “Make me a purple velvet crown!” But purple was tricky until a boy
named William Perkin did an experiment at home during his spring break. William wanted to invent
a new medicine to cure malaria, but his experiment, using the scientific method, created something
else…the world’s first synthetic dye. Purple for the people! And he invented a new way to approach
chemistry, to identify and cure disease, and to make a better world. PERKIN’S PERFECT PURPLE,
illustrated by Francesca Sanna, is published by Little, Brown Books for Young Readers.

Check it Out!

WordPlay with Kwame Alexander
is a new literacy-based, online
subscription learning program,
produced by Adventure
Academy, for kids eight through
twelve that makes the writing
process super hip and fun. HERE

Must Read

Meg Medina shares the kidlit
wisdom of Candlewick Press’s
executive director of educational
sales and marketing in her blog
post “An Author’s Guide to DIY
Teacher Materials for Your Books.”
HERE
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2020 SCBWI Mid-Atlantic Conference Highlights:

Nothing Replaces Craft
by Anne (A. B.) Westrick
“Stick to the work and make sure the craft is really top-notch,” said Newbery Award–
winner Meg Medina, speaking to conference attendees from the comfort of her living
room on Saturday, October 24, 2020. The two-day SCBWI Mid-Atlantic fall conference
via Zoom went off without technical glitches, thanks to months of careful planning
by conference co-chairs Valerie Patterson and Erin Teagan in partnership with Lisa
Rowe Fraustino, director of graduate programs at Hollins University, and a team of
volunteers. While the COVID-19 pandemic made the online format necessary, it didn’t
put a damper on advice and inspiration. “Nothing replaces craft,” said Medina to the
more than two hundred writers, illustrators, and publishing professionals attending
from home offices and living rooms across the country.
In Medina’s keynote, “Never Letting Go: Growing Merci Suárez from a Short Story to an
Award-Winning Trilogy,” she reflected on her writing journey, confessing that when she
begins a story, “the deep dive into craft” makes her tremble. She strives to write stories
that make a lasting statement about childhood. About love. About family. “It’s all about
your clarity on why you’re writing the things that are important to you and the ways
you can be your most excellent writing self.” Winning the Newbery meant having to
give talks around the country, and she used her platform to champion a topic dear to
her: literacy. “You have to remain true to the passion in your life,” she said. “To the bigger
ideas that you care about.”
For author Claudia Mills, that bigger idea is joy. Mills opened Saturday’s sessions with a
presentation on “How to Have a Joyous Career in an Hour a Day.” Sharing eleven pieces
of advice on finding joy in a writing career, she inspired attendees so much, they lit up
the chat box with comments like “Didn’t realize how much I needed this talk today” and
“…favorite talk ever. I want to inject it into my veins.”
The conference’s Saturday morning panel featured authors Sharon Dennis Wyeth and
Dhonielle Clayton, scholar Karen Chandler, and literary agent Quressa Robinson in
conversation about “Black Lives Matter in Children’s Literature.” Wyeth asked attendees
to imagine what sorts of stories might have been in the head of the man who shot
Trayvon Martin. Perhaps false narratives about black boys as outsiders? As intruders?
As up to no good? “Our stories must slay negative stereotypes rather than passing
them down,” she said, kicking off a lively discussion about the state of the industry and
problems such as publishers expecting BIPOC writers to produce “pain narratives” and
erroneously believing, as one told Wyeth, that “black people don’t read, so books with
black characters won’t sell.”
Saturday afternoon, Valerie Patterson moderated a Q&A with agents Quressa Robinson
and Danielle Burby of the Nelson Literary Agency and Erin Clyburn of the Jennifer
De Chiara Agency. Following that panel, Erin Teagan led a discussion with editors
Courtney Stevenson (HarperCollins) and Aneeka Kalia (Viking), and all agreed
that although the pandemic has slowed the industry somewhat, publishers are still
acquiring manuscripts. Good news for writers and illustrators!

continued on page 20

Photos: (from top) Jess Stork readies herself for a full experience, pulling out old SCBWI conference folders to
set the mood (courtesy Jess Stork). Sharon Dennis Wyeth, Dhonielle Clayton, Karen Chandler, and Quressa
Robinson discuss Black Lives Matter in children’s literature (courtesy Jennifer L. Blanck). Meg Medina giving her
keynote address “Never Letting Go: Growing Merci Suárez from a Short Story to an Award-Winning Trilogy”
(courtesy Jennifer L. Blanck).
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Nothing Replaces Craft
continued from page 19

Saturday’s offerings also included three breakout sessions: a “Picture Book Panel”
with Anika Aldamuy Denise, Maryann Macias, and Fernando Gonzales; “Structure
and Sparkle: Writing the Transitional Chapter Book” with Claudia Mills; and
“Anatomy of a Query Letter” with agent Erin Clyburn.
Optional workshops packed Friday’s schedule: Danielle Burby talked with attendees
about “Writing to Your Strengths,” visual artist Ashley Wolff focused on “The Picture
Book Only YOU Can Write,” illustrator John Steven Gurney led the “Story Concept
and Thumbnail Sketch Improv Workshop,” writer and professor Hillary Homzie
presented “Make ’Em Laugh: Ten Tips and Techniques,” agent Quressa Robinson
discussed “Plot and Characterization,” and illustrator/professor Mary Jane Begin
explored “Character Development: A Visual Storytelling Workshop.”
Attendees’ cameras and microphones were off during Saturday’s sessions, but for
Friday evening’s socials and Saturday’s lunch, they were on and conversations were
lively. Friday’s meet-and-greet included a literary trivia game followed by three
virtual roundtables: a PAL (published and listed) member discussion led by new
PAL Coordinator Nicole Green, an illustrators’ gathering hosted by Tami Traylor
and Hollins faculty member M. J. Begin, and a New Members/First Timers Welcome
hosted by Angele McQuade. On Saturday, Hollins professors and alumni hosted
a lunch chat and shared “the Hollins magic.” Behind the scenes, manuscript and
portfolio review consultations were in full swing, as eighty attendees had signed up
in advance for critiques and advice from faculty.
All in all, the online conference was a great success. Many would do it again, but
hopes are high that by next fall the virus will be under control and we’ll return to the
cushioned chairs at the Holiday Inn-Dulles in Sterling, Virginia, with O’Malley’s Pub
just across the hall.
Anne is the author of BROTHERHOOD (Viking/Penguin Young Readers), a YALSA Best
Fiction for YA pick, Junior Library Guild selection, and winner of the Jefferson Cup and
Jane Addams Honor Awards. She has been an SCBWI member since 2002.
abwestrick.com

Photos: (from top): Cindy Unwin moderates the afternoon breakout session with picture book authors
Fernando Gonzalez, MaryAnn Macias, and Anika Aldamuy Denise (courtesy Jennifer L. Blanck). Erin
Clyburn (Jennifer De Chiara Literary), Danielle Burby (Nelson Literary), and Quressa Robinson (Nelson
Literary) discuss the role of being a kidlit agent while Valerie Patterson moderates (courtesy Erin Clyburn).
Erin Teagan asks great questions of editors Courtney Stevenson (HarperCollins) and Aneeka Kalia (Viking)
during the editor panel (courtesy Jennifer L. Blanck).

Kidlit Opportunity

From January through July, the Grateful American™
Book Prize will be accepting submissions of fiction
and nonfiction books published between August
2020 and July 2021, written for students in grades
seven through nine. The prize is awarded each year
to well-written, well-researched, and well-illustrated
books that deal with important moments and
people in America’s history. Winners receive a cash
prize of $13,000 in commemoration of the original
thirteen American colonies. The award medallion was
created by the American artist Clarice Smith. More HERE.
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Mastering the Elevator Pitch
by June Smalls
We’ve all heard of the elevator pitch—that perfectly balanced
description of your book that will grab someone’s attention in
a moment. It’s called an elevator pitch because it’s like you’re
sharing an elevator with someone. They ask you what your
story is about, and you only have that moment to hook them.

I suggest trying out a bunch of different styles to find what
works for you. Run them by your critique group for feedback.
Practice them out loud. Ultimately you need one or two lines
that sum up the feel, theme, or overall concept of your story
and make your audience crave more.

You need elevator pitches for query letters, sure, but did you
know you need them long after the book is sold? When you
visit schools, libraries, bookstores, and conferences someone
will ask: “What is your book about?” A well-prepared elevator
pitch will empower you with the ability to tell them without
fumbling. If they are interested, they will ask for more details.
Better yet, they may even purchase your book!

For practice, try writing elevator pitches on something your
brain and heart hasn’t been tangled up in for months or years.
Pick up a favorite book or movie and describe it with just one
or two lines. For example, the children’s movie Home Alone
could be pitched with:

So, what makes a great elevator pitch?
You need to convey who the story is about, what the main
characters need or want, what stands in their way, and what
is at stake if they fail. And you need to explain it without
extraneous details—no backstory, no secondary characters, no
subplots. Save that for your synopsis. Think of it as your story
being distilled down to its essence.

A child left home alone over Christmas uses tricks, booby traps,
and a tarantula to thwart two bumbling robbers.
Notice, this flips the above formula. Still, it gives you a glimpse
into the essence of the story and of the mayhem that will
ensue. It teases the reader’s curiosity, making them hungry for
more.
Here’s my elevator pitch for my nonfiction picture book SHE
LEADS: THE ELEPHANT MATRIARCH.
Follow the queen on a lyrical journey and discover the unique
beauty of the elephant’s matriarchal system.

Here are some formulas to help get you started:
Fiction:

This simple pitch reveals the main character. The word
choice lets the potential reader know that the book is lyrical
nonfiction. And it teases that there is more information about
the elephant’s complex social structure you should know.

[CHARACTER] needs to [GOAL] in order to [STAKES], but
[OBSTACLE/PROBLEM] stands in their way.
Nonfiction:
Discover the [INTERESTING FACT OR DESCRIPTION] of the
[NONFICTION TOPIC] and how it [IMPORTANT FUNCTION OR
EFFECTS].
These basic formulas need your special creative flair in order
to make your elevator pitch come alive. Word choice and
sentence structure is key to changing the flavor of your pitch
and to showcasing your personal style while conveying the
story’s humor, heart, poetic language, or edge-of-your-seat
suspense.

Remember, the elevator pitch is all about having a quick way
to share what your book is about. It whets a person’s appetite.
And next time you’re riding in an elevator with a librarian,
bookstore owner, editor, or reader, you’ll be ready when they
ask, “What’s your book about?”
June is a children’s author of educational and trade books
including ODD ANIMALS ABC’S and the nonfiction picture
book SHE LEADS: THE ELEPHANT MATRIARCH.
junesmalls.com @June_Smalls

The Read Local 2020-21 Challenge has begun! It includes a
lineup of traditionally published SCBWI authors and illustrators
who live in DC, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, and West Virginia.
Support the challenge HERE.
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Indie Bookstore Spotlight
MahoganyBooks
1231 Good Hope Road SE, Washington, DC 20020 • (202) 844-2062
MahoganyBooks.com • @MahoganyBooks
MahoganyBooks was founded by husband-and-wife team Derrick and Ramunda
Young, who share a love for culture, community, and literature. Their indie specializes
in selling books that are written by or about people of the African Diaspora.
MahoganyBooks, named after the couple’s daughter, became a brick-and-mortar
store in 2017, after ten years of exclusively being online. MahoganyBooks is located
within the Anacostia Arts Center, a multi-use arts space in the Anacostia Historic
District of DC.
“It’s not just a bookstore; we’re changing perceptions of how we see ourselves,” said
Ramunda in a Color magazine interview. “It feels like our legacy.”
Since its opening, MahoganyBooks has been named a Top 100 Minority Business
Enterprise, and has been featured on the Steve Harvey television show, and in Black
Enterprise; Vanity Fair; Forbes; O, the Oprah Magazine; and more.
MahoganyBooks supports many community literacy initiatives to serve
underrepresented youth. For example, in 2019 they participated in a Books for the
Block campaign by partnering with the Steve and Marjorie Harvey Foundation
and Forever Free Books. During the campaign, they gave away over three hundred
children’s books written by or about African Americans. “The goal was to make
imaginative, fun, and empowering children’s books available to local youth,” the
Harvey Foundation’s website stated, “books that speak to them as children, not as
victims or people in need of hard lessons on death and trauma.”

Illustration: COLEEN PATRICK BINSHTOK, coleenpatrick.com

During the height of the COVID-19 pandemic, MahoganyBooks participated in the
DC EARS program, a citywide curbside delivery initiative with an educational focus.
Book bundles for young readers were made available for purchase, and individual
book orders were delivered—Black Books2Go and curbside.
MahoganyBooks hosts an African American literature blog at BlackBooksMatter.com
(HERE), where they post author interviews, book reviews, essays, and more. They also
have author meet-and-greet videos on their Crowdcast channel, Front Row (HERE),
and have spotlighted the likes of Lamar Giles (LAST MIRROR ON THE LEFT), Misty
Copeland (BUNHEADS), Nnedi Okorafor ( IKENGA), Dr. Ibram X. Kendi (ANTIRACIST
BABY), Elizabeth Acevedo (CLAP WHEN YOU LAND), and others.
Authors with books that align with the store’s mission who want their books on
a MahoganyBooks bookshelf or who wish to have the indie host an author event
should contact them through their Author Relations page, HERE.
Dionna L. Mann, the penner of this profile, loves the smell of a bookstore
and the adventure of picking out which book to read next.
dionnalmann.com
Photos courtesy MahoganyBooks
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Punctuation Tip

Wrangling Hyphens in Your Manuscript
by Carol Saller
Most US trade publishers use The Chicago Manual of Style as their
house style guide. Although CMOS has twelve hundred pages
of advice on myriad issues, here I’ll zero in for a very close look
at four ways you can look good using hyphens—or not using
them—in your work.
The goal is to be confident that any reader—including agents
and editors—will focus on your content and not be distracted
by amateurish gaffes. Since most publishers continue to use
Microsoft Word, I’ll use it as the default here.

Hyphen tip 3. Don’t use full justification in your manuscript.
Just leave Word’s default setting of “left alignment” as it is. I know
it looks nice to have straight margins, but editors don’t read the
margins: they read the lines of text. With the hyphenation feature
turned off (tip 2), forcing the lines into a tidy text box will cause
nasty spacing between words, either stretching them out or
squashing them together. Using left alignment, leaving the righthand margin ragged, keeps the word spacing easy on the eyes.

Hyphen tip 1. Don’t use two hyphens (--) instead of a

proper em dash (—) in your manuscript. It’s a habit used mostly
by older writers left over from typewriter days, when it was the
proper way to indicate a dash. Chicago style also closes up the
spaces on either side of a dash—like this. MS Word automatically
converts two hyphens to a Chicago-style dash as long as you
don’t put spaces before and after the hyphens. If you do put
spaces, Word converts the hyphens to an en dash with spaces
around it ( – ), which is better than two hyphens, but not as good
as an em dash.
You can make an em dash from the Insert Symbol menu in MS
Word or by holding down the Alt key and typing 0151. If you
can’t break your two-hyphen habit, do a quick search-and-replace
as part of your final cleanup to change all double hyphens to em
dashes.

Hyphen tip 2. Turn off the automatic hyphenation feature

in your word processor. The only hyphens that should appear in
your manuscript are hyphens that must appear no matter where
they fall on the line, such as the hyphen in compounds like “thirtytwo.” If you let your computer hyphenate “misun-derstanding” at
the end of a line, there’s a danger it will end up looking like that in
the middle of a line in your published book.

Hyphen tip 4. Writers tear their hair over when to

hyphenate compounds, so here’s a simple rule: Hyphenate
modifying phrases before a noun: a three-year-old child; the
two-bedroom apartment. The reason this is confusing to so many
writers is that similar phrases are not hyphenated when they
follow a noun they modify: a child three years old, an apartment
with two bedrooms.
You can read about this in chapter 7 of CMOS if you’re interested
in learning how to hyphenate like a pro. If a specific example isn’t
listed in the manual (see especially section 7.89), Chicago editors
default to the Merriam-Webster dictionary.
My best advice if you just can’t deal with hyphenated compounds
is not to hyphenate them if you’re in doubt. Gratuitous hyphens
raise more hackles than when they’re omitted. It’s like when
someone uses “whom” when “who” is actually correct. Oh! That’s a
bonus tip: if you don’t understand who and whom, just never use
whom. Ever.
Carol writes grammar and style advice for THE CHICAGO
MANUAL OF STYLE at Fiction+. Her books include THE
SUBVERSIVE COPY EDITOR and the young adult novel
EDDIE’S WAR. @SubvCopyEd carolsaller.com
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Illustration: JOY HEYER, joyheyer.com

Meet the Artist
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Best Children’s and Teens'
Books of 2020!

Congrats to the Mid-Atlantic SCBWI members, both writers and illustrators, whose books have (so far) been
named this year’s best!

List Key:
l ALSC Notables
l Amazon Editors’
l Bank Street
l CBC Children’s and
Teen Choice
l Chicago Public Library
n Cybils
n Fuse 8

lln

lnlnnn

ll

n Goodreads
l Kirkus
l NCSS Notable Social
Studies Trade Books
l NCTE Notable Poetry
Books and Verse Novels
n NSTA Outstanding
Science Trade Books
n Nerdy Book Club
n New York Public Library

ln

l PW
l Parents' Choice

nn

ll

l SLJ Best Picture Books
n Tablet Magazine's Best
Jewish Books of 2020
l YALSA

l l l n l ln
ln
lll

continued on page 26
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Best Children’s and Teens' Books of 2020!
continued from page 25
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List Key:
l ALSC Notables

n Fuse 8

l Amazon Editors’

n Goodreads

l Bank Street

l Kirkus

l CBC Children’s and
Teen Choice

l NCSS Notable Social
Studies Trade Books

n New York Public
Library

l Chicago Public Library

l NCTE Notable Poetry
Books and Verse
Novels

l Parents' Choice

n Cybils

n NSTA Outstanding
Science Trade Books
n Nerdy Book Club

l PW

continued on page 27

l SLJ Best Picture Books
n Tablet Magazine's
Best Jewish Books of
2020
l YALSA
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Best Children’s and Teens' Books of 2020!
continued from page 26
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Launched!

continued from page 15
To celebrate her October release of ARITHMECHICKS
TAKE AWAY, Ann Marie Stephens hosted a stuffed
animal sleepover at SCRAWL books. She was
surrounded by stuffies dropped off by their kid owners
who were not in attendance due to COVID-19. Ann
Marie read to the stuffies, had a dance party, and even
mended a shaky friendship between a snake and an
elephant. The owners of the stuffed animals were
watching live on Zoom and interacted with the author
after the reading. You can watch the launch HERE.

Member News
continued from page 13

Vera the Tutu
Teacher’s book
review of Jen
Malia’s picture
book TOO STICKY!
SENSORY ISSUES
WITH AUTISM got
2K likes. (Review
HERE.) TOO STICKY!
was also included
in Baby Librarians’
list of seventeen children’s books with disabled characters (HERE),
and Pragmatic Mom’s list of fifteen #OwnVoices books about
autism (HERE). Jen also enjoyed being interviewed about being
an author and autism advocate on the podcast Language During
Mealtime. Tune in HERE.
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Author Spotlight
Introducing L. M. Elliott, Award-Winning Young-Adult Novelist
How did you begin writing books
for young readers?
I was a senior writer for the
Washingtonian magazine (for
twenty years) when I took what
I thought would be a temporary
sidestep into literature,
fictionalizing and expanding an
article I’d done about my father’s
WWII homecoming—which
turned into the novel UNDER A
WAR-TORN SKY. I’m so honored
that the book has become
curriculum reading in many
eighth grades across the country.
That sixth-through-ninth-grade
slot is my sweet spot of loyal
readers, an age I love writing for.
They’re sophisticated enough to
handle complex, difficult topics
while still being wildly idealistic. They want truth (even if
harsh) but wrapped in hope—that if they think and try hard
enough, they can indeed make a difference in this world. It’s
a true privilege to give them highly researched stories about
WWII, the Red Scare, the American Revolution, the Cold War
that I hope spawn discussion on important issues (like mob
mentality, xenophobia, “media literacy,” justice for all).
What did you enjoy about creating HAMILTON AND PEGGY!,
a 2019 Bank Street College Best Book winner for historical
fiction?
I love all my projects, but researching Peggy Schuyler was
a particular delight! This biographical novel opens with the
impassioned letter Hamilton wrote in February 1780 to solicit
Peggy’s help in his courtship of Eliza—adding he’d already
formed “a more than common partiality” for Peggy’s “person
and mind.” Their teasing friendship is the novel’s unifying
thread but the focus is definitely on the bodacious Peggy.
Called “a wicked wit,” “a favorite at balls,” “endowed with a
superior mind,” Peggy was the only one of the famed sisters
to be in the right place at the right time to witness and
potentially aid her father Philip Schuyler’s work—as George
Washington’s most trusted spymaster, Iroquois negotiator,
and French liaison. Peggy rode out into the worst winter
ever recorded in American history upon receiving Hamilton’s
letter. She dashed into the fray of an attempted kidnapping
of her father to save her baby sister. One of Hamilton’s friends
criticized her as being a “Swift’s Vanessa”—too keen on talking
politics with men to be truly likable. Peggy was a total protofeminist—she speaks to any smart girl who might intimidate
male classmates too much to be invited to prom, any young

woman who wants to join our nation’s political debate or
speak out against women being labeled. Looking for a mind at
work? Peggy’s your girl.
What do you love about workshopping with teens?
Convincing them that primary documents are fun, the treasure
hunt! Take Peggy. My best source on her whereabouts and
interactions was Hamilton gossiping about “my little sister,” the
“spritely Peggy” in love letters to Eliza. He’s not above using
Peggy to goose Eliza either—dismissing suitors he feels “are
not clever enough” for Peggy, reporting “a kiss by a carriage,”
a French officer, and Peggy possibly beating Eliza in the
“Hymenial line.” Anyone who thinks primary documents are
boring—read a few of Hamilton’s letters!
What’s your latest book, STORM DOG, about? Was the process
quite different than when writing historical fiction?
Very different! Contemporary, narrated by a quirky, whipsmart fourteen-year-old misfit named Ariel, who finds her
self-definition and sense of belonging through nature,
music, her imagination, friendship with an Afghanistan War
veteran, a lost dog, dog-dancing (yes, that’s a thing!), and the
Shenandoah Apple Blossom Festival parade. STORM DOG
also explores definitions of beauty, the palpable push-pull
between disparate but neighboring cultures, and the poison
of stereotypes and xenophobia. Whimsical and a little
outrageous, Ariel’s journey is a celebration of individuality,
self-expression, creative partnership, and, of course, the joy of
a dog’s love. Themes that have long fascinated me mixed with
some of my own experiences with music, marching bands,
and dogs.
What are you working on now?
I just finished a book titled WALLS, about the Berlin Wall going
up, overnight, in 1961. Algonquin will release it in August
2021. Like SUSPECT RED, the novel follows the impact of
the Cold War on two teenage boys, this time an “army brat”
stationed in democratic West Berlin and his cousin, who lives
in Communist, Russian-controlled East Berlin. The similarities
in Khrushchev and Putin (who once worked for the KGB), and
Russia’s pervasive espionage into American life and elections
then and now, are staggering. Khrushchev famously said: “We
will take America without firing a shot. We do not have to
invade. We will destroy you from within.”
L. M. was an award-winning journalist before becoming a New York Times
bestselling novelist. She has published five picture books and ten YA books that
explore a variety of eras. Her books have been chosen as Bank Street College
of Education Best Books, NCSS/CBC Notables, and Jefferson Cup Honor Books.
lmelliott.com Photo: Anne Lord
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Meet Our Volunteers
Introducing Nicole Green, PAL Member
Coordinator
How long have you been volunteering with
the Mid-Atlantic Region of SCBWI and what
duties have you performed?
I have been volunteering at the registration
table for SCBWI Mid-Atlantic conferences
for about the past five years or so with the
exception of the virtual conference this year.
I’ve also helped with Friday evening setup
and filled in at the book sale table and in
other capacities where and as-needed on the
main day of the fall conference in past years. I
recently became the PAL member coordinator
last month. I also recently started hosting
virtual meetups for the Arlington-Alexandria
area over Zoom. The plan is for our local social
group to meet quarterly starting in 2021.

Illustration: PAIGE BILLIN-FRYE, paigebillinfrye.com

What do you love about volunteering with
SCBWI? Got a sweet dividend to share?

volunteering on the Friday evening before
the main day of the conference as well. The
volunteer meetings/socials are also a lot of fun.
Not only are volunteers’ ideas and suggestions
asked for at these gatherings, they’re taken
seriously. The feedback given at such meetings
is often implemented in the planning of the
annual fall conference and other events.
Another definite perk is getting to know the
other volunteers better. Our region has a lot of
talented, lively members.
Why would you recommend volunteering
with the Mid-Atlantic Region of SCBWI?
Everyone is so friendly and welcoming. We are
a smart, hardworking team, but we also have a
lot of fun. Volunteering will definitely be an
enriching experience for any/all who are
thinking of doing so.

Nicole’s YA thriller won the 2019
SCBWI Emerging Voices award in the
YA category. This past year, she has
been working on a YA horror with a
mentor during Author Mentor Match
Round Seven. She can be found at
nicoledgreen.com or @nicoledgreen
on Twitter.

I really love the camaraderie. The members
of this organization are so friendly,
knowledgeable, and inspiring. I especially
appreciate all that Ellen Braaf did for our group
and all that co-RAs Erin and Val currently do.
A lot of work goes into keeping our region
running, and getting a behind-the-scenes
glimpse has made me appreciate that all the
more. Beyond the leadership, a lot of volunteers
dedicate their time to making our region a
really fantastic one. I hope that I can be even
half as great a resource to our members as I’ve
appreciated other volunteers being for myself
and others.
Also, the events themselves are really fun. I
enjoyed greeting people as they came to the
in-person conferences at Holiday Inn. Working
the registration table really gets an inspiring,
exciting day off to a great start. There’s a certain
air of happy anticipation that comes with

Agent Alert!

Jemiscoe Chambers-Black, associate
agent with Andrea Brown Literary
Agency, is acquiring MG and YA. In
YA, she would love to see romance,
especially rom-coms. In MG, she is
most interested in contemporary
manuscripts that weave in humor,
whimsy, adventure, and wonder.
Jemiscoe’s profile and current
submission status can be found HERE.
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